Introduction
Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let Spec R denote the set of prime ideals of R considered as a partially ordered set under inclusion.
(When we speak of a ring or domain, we shall always assume that it is commutative and that it has an identity.)
In or not a partially ordered set S satisfying these two properties must be isomorphic as a partially ordered set to Spec R for some ring R,
The object of this paper is to investigate this question.
The question is answered for two cases. In the first case, S is assumed to be finite and in the second, S is a tree (i.e. if s e S then {x|x £ s] Is totally ordered) with a finite number of minimal elements. Pinally a third method of approaching the problem is discussed.
In Chapter II, we show that any finite partially ordered set is isomorphic as a partially ordered set to the spectrum of some ring.
1
Our proof provides a way of building a ring with a desired spectrum.
In establishing the finite case, we made extensive use of two theorems which, roughly speaking, are as follows: Proof. If we localize at each maximal ideal of each R^, we get a collec tion of quasi-local domains, each explicit over T. Their intersection is R.
We can reduce this set to one which has no containment relationships and whose intersection is still R. It will suffice to prove the theorem for this case. Thus we assume that for all i, R. is quasi-local and R. Proof. Figure 4 represents the containment relationships existing between our domains.
Given x e S^ we must find u e u(S^) n S such Figure 4 that ux e S. Since R^ is explicit over R, there is a e u(R^) f| R such that u^x e R.
Choose a e A such that (1-a) e J. This We shall need a few definitions, most of which can be found in [5] or [9] .
By an ordered group we will mean a pair (G, H) where G is an (additive) abelian group and H is a subset of G such that (i) H + H d and (ii) H f| (-H) = {0}. We call H the positive elements of G and define an inequality relation by f £ g if and only if g -f e H . We can easily see that if (G,H) is an ordered group, our relation is reflexive, anti
symmetric, transitive, and also that addition preserves the inequality.
In practice we shall simply say that G is an ordered group and we will use Proof. We will let 0 be the unique minimal element of P. Let P* = {p e P | there exists a q « p}. We give P* the induced order of P and thus P* is a tree. The following fact will soon prove useful.
If p / 8 e P, then p = supp{q e P*|q £ p}. To see this we use (K1),(K2) and the fact that P is a tree. Since P is a tree, {q e P*jq £ p} is a chain and (Kl) tells us supp{q e P*|q £ p} exists. Of course it must be £ p. Let q^ < p. Then using (K2) we can choose r,s e P such that q^ £ r « s £ p. 
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